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Vietnam - New charm for Muong Thanh
Saigon Hotel
Reflecting architectural features inherited by
different ethnic, cultural and political groups
ever since its foundation, Ho Chi Minh City is
nowadays a bustling city of commerce and
culture that has driven the country forward
with its pulsating energy. Timeless alleys,
ancient pagodas, and incense-infused
temples are a perfect background to modern
malls, sleek 21st century skycrapers, crazy
traffic...

read more...

Australia - Lighting enhancements for
better enjoyment
Included as part of the Yeppoon Foreshore
and Town Centre Revitalisation Project,
Yeppoon’s beach amphitheatre stage roof
has recently been completed in order to
revitalize existing public spaces while
creating tourism, recreation and commercial
land opportunities within the Yeppoon
Foreshore and Town Centre precinct. One
of the primary hubs for a diverse range of
major festivals and...

read more...

Join Lamp, Hess, Griven and Schmitz
Wila for Enlighten Europe 2018's
Thursday Evening Party
IALD Enlighten Europe 2018 will be held in
the picturesque city of Barcelona from
November 7 to 9. Surrounded by
architectural wonders, the conference will
inform and inspire lighting designers coming
from all over the world, while offering them a
global perspective to educational sessions.

The IALD Enlighten Europe program will also
include 4 hands-on workshops and 26
inspirational and informational...

read more...

nanoPARADE: a candidate for a
leadership role
Successfully premiered at L+B 2018, the
brand new nanoPARADE is an ultra
compact aluminium linear profile featuring
extreme thinness, in-built DMX driver
and light weight manageability. Available in
RGB, warm and cold white colour
configurations, nanoPARADE is the ideal
solution for easy outdoor installation on
balconies,...

read more...
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